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ADEN SERIES

STEEL SINKS

304

Steel 304

40

For cabinet
40 cm

Outlet 3,5”

Overflow
in bowl

Resistant to
thermal shock

Resistant to
discolourations

Resistant to
scratches

Connection
to dishwasher

250˚C

Resistant to
temperatures
up to 250°C 

Deep bowl

Warranty

Perfect for
small kitchens
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ADEN
1-bowl sink

- dimensions: 440x380x200 mm
- topmount, flushmount, undermount
- cabinet size: 400 mm, undermount: 450 mm
- include siphon Space Saving & click-clack plug in sink color (inox, graphite)
- include bottle siphon & manual plug in sink color (copper, gold)
- the set includes clips needed for any type of assembly
- soundproofed bowl
- additional coating facilitating water drainage (graphite, copper, gold)
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304

Steel 304

50

For cabinet
50 cm

Outlet 3,5”

Overflow
in bowl

Resistant to
thermal shock

Resistant to
discolourations

Resistant to
scratches

Connection
to dishwasher

250˚C

Resistant to
temperatures
up to 250°C 

Deep bowl

Warranty

Perfect for
small kitchens

ADEN
1-bowl sink

- dimensions: 440x440x200 mm
- topmount, flushmount, undermount
- cabinet size: 500 mm, undermount: 500 mm
- include siphon Space Saving & click-clack plug in sink color (inox, graphite)
- include bottle siphon & manual plug in sink color (copper, gold)
- the set includes clips needed for any type of assembly
- soundproofed bowl
- additional coating facilitating water drainage (graphite, copper, gold)
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ADEN
1-bowl sink

- dimensions: 440x540x200 mm
- topmount, flushmount, undermount
- cabinet size: 600 mm, undermount: 600 mm
- include siphon Space Saving & click-clack plug in sink color (inox, graphite)
- include bottle siphon & manual plug in sink color (copper, gold)
- the set includes clips needed for any type of assembly
- soundproofed bowl
- additional coating facilitating water drainage (graphite, copper, gold)

ADEN SERIES

STEEL SINKS

304

Steel 304

60

For cabinet
60 cm

Outlet 3,5”

Overflow
in bowl

Resistant to
thermal shock

Resistant to
discolourations

Resistant to
scratches

Connection
to dishwasher

250˚C

Resistant to
temperatures
up to 250°C 

Deep bowl

Warranty

Large
bowl


